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ABOUT US

Vote
Strong
Scene Northend Magazine marries evocative prose with stunning photography to
inform and indulge readers. Published four times per year out of Boston's historic
North End, Scene Boston ensures that our readers are kept up to date about the
city's most sought after restaurants, nightlife, luxury travel, fashion trends, sports,
retail and real estate. Italy features prominently in every issue as the food, travel
and fashion capital of the world and we keep our readers up to date on what is
happening there as well. Scene Boston is the comprehensive lifestyle publication
for worldly Bostonian residents and visitors alike.

Demographics
Reach: 10,000 +
Gender: 54% female - 46% male
Average age range: 35-65
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As businesses across the state reopen on the nod from Governor Charlie Baker, this luxury harbor resort is
ready and waiting to open its doors. When the $2.6 billion Encore Boston Harbor hotel and casino opened
to the public last June 23, it was amid much fanfare and celebration. Fast forward to seven months later,
when Encore was forced to close those doors due to the Covid-19. Now it is part of the state’s phased reopening strategy, which, depending upon the virus data, means it will hopefully see those restrictions lifted
in early July.
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NORTH END – It was not how Angelo Amorico expected to spend most of the Spring of 2020. A resident of
Rome for most of his adult life, Amorico stops in Boston
as often as possible to see all his friends in the North End.
This time, however, the pandemic that knocked the world
off its feet forced him to stay in Boston for two months.
As founder of Access Italy, one of the premier travel
companies in Europe, Amorico has a lot to say about the
business of travel and what it is going to take for people
to start traveling again. Just a few hours before Amorico
boarded a plane back to Italy, we sat down with him for a
fresh brewed espresso and a wide-ranging discussion-that
was held at an acceptable distance, of course.



   


NERANO • ZUCCHINI PASTA
This is a pairing featured by Assaggio in the heart of the North
End on Prince St. Selected are a Nerno pasta dish with zucchini,
provolone del Monaco, and Parmigiano complimented by Vesevo vineyard’s Beneventano Falanghina IGT. This bright, fruity,
and persistently aromatic wine is developed at the volcanic, mineral-rich base of Mt. Vesuvio in the Campania region. It is beautifully balanced by the buttery provolone and the nutty parmesan
of the dish. The floral zucchini garnish is a playful finish. If ever a
combination evoked the essence of summertime in southern Italy, this would be it. Best enjoyed on a warm night at a table by the
open, accordion windows at the front of the restaurant.
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ROSE FITZGERALD KENNEDY GREENWAY
The two parks bordering Hanover Street on the Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway serve as the gateway to the North End. It is fitting for
the neighborhood as Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy was born at 4 Garden Court St. The woman, who would go on to be one of the most famous
matriarchs of the 20th century, was baptized at St. Stephen’s Church on Hanover Street, where her funeral was held 104 years later. But back to
the spectacular park that is commonly referred to as simply “The Greenway,” the series of park areas that sit atop what is now the Interstate 90
(Mass Turnpike) and I-93 (the Expressway) tunnels. These lawns stretch for a mile from Chinatown into the North End, and feature pergolas,
swings, and art installations that make it a lovely spot to visit on a warm night after dinner, maybe with a pastry or gelato from one of the many
nearby shops. For the young ones in your group, the Carousel is always worth the wait, when it is open and operating.



Travel

PAUL REVERE HOUSE
Paul Revere’s house is just a short walk around the corner.
The home-strikingly small and dark compared to the
next-door high-rises of downtown Boston-is like a time
capsule from the 18th century. This was the Revere family
home at the time of his famous midnight ride and on to
the turn of the 19th century. After the Reveres left, the
building served multiple functions and was renovated a
few times to accommodate businesses. A little more than
a century ago, the building and grounds were restored to
what it looked like in Colonial times, and furnished with
pieces that the Revere family actually owned.
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PRINT ADVERTISING
SPECIFICATIONS

Note: Text placed outside the live area within any
full-page or DPS ads may be cut off. Please keep
text within the live area at all times.

Standard publication format: 8.5" x 11"
Bleed: 0.125"
Margin: 0.5"

Bleed
Margin

FULL PAGE
NO BLEED

Artwork Requirements
All digital color and greyscale artwork must be
supplied at 300 dpi.
High-res PDF, EPS, TIFF and JPEG files are
accepted. Images from the Web are not suitable
for printing. All color artwork must be in CMYK
mode; black-and-white artwork must be in either
greyscale or bitmap mode. RGB mode artwork is
not accepted and if supplied will be converted to
CMYK mode, which will result in a color shift. All
screen and printer fonts as well as linked images
must be supplied if not embedded in the file.

Proofs and Revisions

8.375" x 10.875"

Creative Services

DOUBLE PAGE
SPREAD
WITH BLEED
INCLUDED

Not ready to create your own ad? Our team at
Scene
North End is available to provide artwork creation
services, or convert your existing files to our
format. Your options are:
1. Adjust your existing artwork (no charge)
Do you have artwork that you've used in other
publications, posters or flyers? Provide us with the
source files, and we will adjust your artwork to fit
our layout at no charge.

17" x 11"

ONLINE ADVERTISING
SPECIFICATIONS

2. Logo only, with message (no charge)
Send us your print-quality logo file, a message of
your choice, and we will set up a simple display
ad. You may then submit corrections (but not
creative requests or other imagery).

Online Ad Specs

3. Custom Artwork Creation
To create a more impressive custom ad from
scratch, we will apply an artwork
charge of $250-$400, depending on eventual
labour time. Send us the high-resolution product
shots or raw materials desired and we will provide
a design draft and two further revisions if required.

Dimensions (72 dpi)
Total File Size: 40KB-200KB
File Type: GIF, JPG, PNG, HTML5*
Banner: 468 x 60 px
Leaderboard: 728 x 90 px
Large rectangle: 336 x 280 px
Wide skyscraper: 160 x 600 px
Half-page: 300 x 600 px
Large leaderboard: 970×90 px
Large mobile banner: 320 x 100 px

TO ADVERTISE:
CALL 857-263-7196

Scene North End Magazine charges a $50 artwork
surcharge for artwork creation or changes. This
additional fee will appear on your final invoice if the
artwork submitted is not publish ready.
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SPECIFICATIONS
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CLIENTS

SN is for the tourist and local alike, a magazine that navigates the city's
hottest restaurants, nightlife, luxury travel, events, sports and real estate to
make everyday an extraordinary one. Be the Best, Be You, Be SCENE!

ADVERTISING

PRINT ADVERTISING
1 ISSUE
FULL PAGE
FIRST PAGE
LAST PAGE
INSIDE COVER
INSIDE BACK COVER
BACK COVER

$ 1450
$ 1750
$ 1750
$ 1950
$ 1950
$ 2250

ONLINE ADVERTISING
4 ISSUES
$ 1250
$ 1400
$ 1400
$ 1450
$ 1450
$ 1750

$ 600/month

CATEGORY BANNER

$ 450/month

FOOTER BANNER

$ 300/month

In House Ad Design: $400.00

MECHANICAL CHARGES: Design and
photography will be billed to advertiser.
TO ADVERTISE:
CALL 857-263-7196

TOP BANNER
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